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QUESTION 1

A retailer wants to add a wireless network to its stores to provide guest access. The store has wired POS systems which
the customer will now replace with wireless systems. What is one Important security action that the wireless solution
supports to comply with PCI DSS? 

A. Use test-practice, factory default settings for security settings and login credentials. 

B. Implement TKIP encryption on the wireless network used by POS devices. 

C. Impose mandatory clean up periods to delete records of user access to controllers 

D. Enforce role-based access control on administrators who access controllers 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer has an Aruba wireless network. which includes two MC 7205s and an MM at the network core. The
company now wants to accommodate 50 mobile trainers These trainers travel around the world and run training events.
The 

trainers often need to access materials in the company data center, but cannot reach materials when they are on the
road. 

The company wants to give the mobile workforce a secure way to reach the materials they need no matter where they
are. 

Including in public spaces like the hotels where they often leach. The customer also requires that the solution be as cost
effective as possible while meeting the requirements. 

Which plan meets the needs of the mobile Trainers? 

A. Add 50 RAPs: add 50 Enterprise licenses to the MM, and add two 7005 MCs in the DMZ. 

B. Add 50 RAPs; add 50 Enterprise licenses and 50 VIA licenses to the MM 

C. Add so PEFV licenses to the MM. and add an additional 7205 MC to the core. 

D. Add 50 VIA licenses to the MM, and deploy two 7005 MCs in the DMZ. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

In which scenario do Aruba CX 6400 Series switches, but not Aruba 6300M Series switches, meet the needs Tor a
wired upgrade? 

A. The customer requires switches in the same closet to operate together as a single switch for Link Aggregation but to
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be managed as separate devices. 

B. The customer requires enhanced redundancy at the access layer and wants to ensure that each switch can continue
to operate even if a power supply fails 

C. The customer requires each access layer switch to support at least 25Gbps on its fiber uplinks at all times; including
if up to one uplink tails. 

D. The customer has recently deployed Aruba AP-535 APs and is concerned about a future-proof wired edge that will
continue to support expanding bandwidth requirements. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A retailer wants to add a wireless network to its stores to provide guest access. The store has wired POS systems which
the customer will now replace with wireless systems. 

The APs will he installed on the ceilings, which are about S feel (2.4 m) high. 

What is one feature on the APs that can help the customer comply with PCI DSS? 

A. Anomaly-based threat detection 

B. Smart Rate ports 

C. Physical security with Kensington Security Slots 

D. User and Entity Behavior Analytics (UEBA) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has an Aruba solution with APs, MCs, and an MM The customer also uses AirWave and ClearPass. The
customer wants to add Aruba CX Switches, which use per- user tunneled node, to the solution. How should the Aruba
CX Switches integrate with the existing solution in order to determine when to tunnel device traffic to MCs? 

A. They should be managed by AirWave with SNMPv3. 

B. They should implement authentication to ClearPass. 

C. They should be directed to MCs by a DHCP or DNS server. 

D. They should be manually added as MDs in MM. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6
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An indoor sports stadium has 5.000 seats in two rings: 

The stadium has a ceiling height of 72 feet (22 m). 

There is a catwalk around the perimeter of me stadium that is 54 feet (13 m) from me floor. 

There are two scoreboards at either end of the stadium 

The construction of the stadium is concrete and steel. 

The customer has indicated a preference for overhead coverage, and the wireless network should support 3500
concurrent clients. The architect plans to install the APs on the catwalk to service sections of the floor below 

Which type or antennas are recommended for the APS that provide the overhead coverage? 

A. downtilt 

B. high gain directional 

C. high gain omnidirectional 

D. vagi 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 7

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A customer needs a new branch office solution that: 

provides 802.11ac wireless access to local resources and the local Internet connection 

connects wired and wireless users to resources at the main office in a secure manner 

The office has 200 users, who will the up to two wireless devices at the same time. The architect has determined that
the office requires 10-13 AP-515s. The customer wants to support a total bandwidth from an or me APS or about 2
cops. 

The entire site is currently wired for CAT5e from a single wiring closet, which contains two access switches, a core
switch, and the Internet cable modem, which has 10/10O/1OQO Mbps BASE-T ports. The wired networK will handle
abouti 

Gbps of traffic. The switches do not support P0E/P0E+. 

About 75 percent of all traffic is destined to the main office 

The architect has looked up these specs for 7000 series controllers. 

Which MC will meet the needs in the most cost-effective manner? 

A. 7024 

B. 7030 

C. 7010 

D. 7008 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit. 
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A customer needs a wireless network upgrade and has these requirements. 

-

Support any applications used on a wired connection 

-

Support up to 2500 wireless clients 

- Support seamless roaming from floor to floor and building to building 

-

Continue to function seamlessly if one controller fails The architect has designed the logical infrastructure for the
network as shown in the exhibit Which change should the architect make to belter meet customer requirements and besl
practices? 

A. 

Combine me /25 subnets for wireless and wired users into a /16 subnet. 

B. 

Install additional Mobility Controller. 

C. 

Combine the /25 subnets for wireless users into a /20 subnet 

D. 

Place each controller in a different VLAN and subnet. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What is one piece of additional information architects should obtain from the customer before they design the wireless
solution? 

A. the power requirements for the wireless loT devices and security cameras 

B. the authentication and encryption capabilities for loT devices and security cameras 

C. the distance between the locations where cameras will be installed and the wiring closet on each floor 

D. the average number of users per loT device 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

A hospital wireless network must support many different types of users and devices, including: Visitors who access the
Internet Admin staff, who run applications such as scheduling Medical staff, who look up patient info on their tablets
Patient monitoring devices, which must not lose any traffic Communicator badges, which support real-time voice to
allow nurses and doctors to communicate 

The hospital needs to ensure that the most vital and time-sensitive traffic is prioritized and that visitors do not interfere
with hospital applications. The MC should mark traffic that passes through it for an appropriate priority. 

Which plan meets the needs? (The plans describe firewall roles and rules but do not need to use correct syntax. Note
that 

security roles are also not included.) 

A. Medical staff = Highest. Patient monitoring = Highest. Admin staff - High. Communicator = Normal. Visitors = Low. 

B. Communicator = Highest. Patient monitoring = Highest. Medical staff = High. Admin staff = Normal: Visitors = Low. 

C. Patient monitoring = Highest. Medical staff = Highest. communicators = High. Admin staff = High. Visitors = Normal. 

D. Medical staff = Highest. Communicator = High. Patient monitoring = High. Admin = High. Visitors = Normal 

Correct Answer: A 
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